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MAKE A LASTING DIFFERENCE

Using wood wherever possible in an average 3-bed new build, from studding to
rafters, floors to doors and windows, locks away around 19 tonnes of CO2.

The majority of the wood used in the UK comes from Scandinavian and northern
European forests, where millions of tree seedlings are re-planted every year.
Check the life cycle analysis of timber products at ww.woodforgood.com.

Getting the right
treatment

If you need ‘treated timber’
make sure you ask for a
treatment that suits the
end use of the wood.
Timber treated for interior
use won’t last outside
under decking for example.
See the chart below.

Open here to see inspiring timber projects
EN314
Class 2 Bond

Dry (Internal)

Occasional wetting or
condensation (Humid)

Exposure to weather
or constant wetting
(Exterior)

EN636-1S

EN636-2S

EN636-3S

Resistant to weather during construction phase. Wall, floor &
roof structural applications (when listed on DOP)

Suitable for: Use Class 1, 2 & 3 Structural Applications
Interior or Exterior

Limited resistance to moisture during construction phase.
Wall, floor & roof structural applications (when listed on DOP)

Suitable for: Use Class 1 & 2 Humid Interior
or Covered Exterior Construction

No exposure to moisture during construction. Furniture,
packing cases, cupboards, shelving only.

Suitable for: Use Class 1 Dry Interior Only

Applications

www.martymcply.co.uk/dop

Internal use

Formaldehyde - E1
Reaction to fire - D-s2,d0

EN 13986
Plywood EN 314-2
18mm
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EN314
Class 3 Bond

EN314
Class 1 Bond

Conditions

EN.314
Glue Bond

Where to find DoP

Where to use

Formaldehyde emissions & Reaction
to Fire Classification

Glue bond type &
sheet thickness

Harmonised Standard

DoP reference no.

Year in which CE was first affixed

Manufacturer

Factory Production Control
Certificate number

CE Mark Summary

Technical
Class

Using the correct plywood?
Check with our table below.

CE Marks give a summary of
the plywood’s Declaration of
Performance, indicating product
use, standards, reaction to fire
and more. Ensure you’ve got
the right product.

What to look for
on a CE Mark

If a plywood price deal looks too good to be true, it probably is. Research by the
Timber Trade Federation recently revealed inaccurate species content and glue bond
descriptions on the majority of Chinese plywood it tested.
Incorrect glue bonds can lead to plywood delaminating and possibly causing an accident
on site. Make sure you check the product Declaration of Performance, or the CE Mark
summary of the DoP, or ask your TTF merchant member’s advice before buying.

Sheet materials or panel products come in such a wide variety it’s easy to find a product
that matches your intended use. From large format and flame-retardant OSB to
water-repellent MDF and a plethora of plywoods, it’s product performance that
most matters to safety on site.

Choose the material to match the end use

Meyer Timber

www.ttf.co.uk

@TimberTradeFed

WOOD. GOOD FOR
BUSINESS, NATURALLY

LEGALLY-HARVESTED,
SUSTAINABLE WOOD:
GOOD FOR BUSINESS;
GOOD FOR THE PLANET

Builders, carpenters and joiners recognise a
‘nice bit of wood’ when they see it. Wood is
the material of the moment for building and
interiors, as it locks away CO2 in its fibre. It’s
also a natural insulator, reduces noise, and, in
terms of wellbeing, connects us back to nature.
Entries for the Wood Awards and the Master
Builder Awards both demonstrate the creative,
innovative use of this most climate-friendly,
recyclable, and natural building material.

Ensuring that wood has been sustainably-grown
and legally harvested has never been easier.
Buying your timber and wood products from a
Timber Trade Federation member means you are
buying ‘Timber you can Trust’. Why?
Because all TTF members undertake strict
checks on supply chains and submit their
sourcing to independent auditing under TTF’s
Responsible Purchasing Policy (RPP).

Find a TTF member near you:
www.ttf.co.uk/ttf-members

Open here to see inspiring timber projects

STAYING SAFE
WITH SHEETS

Södra Wood UK

Timbmet

TIMBERWORKS

Inspirational projects using today’s sustainable wood
Find more at ttf.co.uk/timberworks

FLOORING

HARDWOOD

Responsible sourcing is key
Obtaining responsibly-sourced European and tropical hardwoods from a
Timber Trade Federation member means they will have undergone rigorous
due diligence and independent auditing under our Responsible Purchasing
Policy, which has now been in operation for over a decade.
Architects and designers Yellow
Cloud Studio, responding to an
unusual triangular space, chose
Ipe decking with its very durable
rating for this area. A robust
and attractive timber originating
from the West Indies through
to Mexico and central South
America, Ipe is one of many
lesser-used species. Ask your
TTF member supplier for advice
on sustainable hardwoods.

Ringing the changes for a
residential development
Engineered wood flooring combines the look and feel of a solid wood
top layer with the minimal movement of an engineered wood substrate.
A diverse range of finishes and board widths can be achieved. Find this
and other flooring case studies at ttf.co.uk/timberworks

The Solid Wood Flooring Company

SOFTWOOD

Charred Larch for Burnt House
Pine (Redwood) and Spruce (Whitewood) are the two most
well known softwoods, perhaps alongside Western Red
Cedar. Larch has also now become a popular alternative in
architectural projects such as this lower garden extension
to living space at Burnt House by architects Hayhurst & Co.
Charred black Larch and white oiled Larch bring a variety
of contrasts and reflective surfaces. Find the full case
study at ttf.co.uk/timberworks.

Yellow Cloud Studio Architects & Designers

CLADDING

Kilian O’Sullivan

PLYWOOD

Flame-retardant treatment
included backing structure

Design in the Round

CLT

Timber cladding with a suitable
flame-retardant treatment is a
popular choice for many types of
building, from homes to schools.
Checking on the flame-retardant
treatment type, making sure it has
been applied in a factory-controlled
operation under a quality-controlled
system is essential, not just for the
cladding but also for the backing
structure. Find the details of this
case study at ttf.co.uk/timberworks

Although plywood has been around in various forms since the time
of the Ancient Egyptians, today’s innovative use of the material can
create stunning effects in the hands of professionals who understand
the material. The Sun Rain Rooms, designed by Tonkin Liu Architects
demonstrates how creatively certified northern European Birch
plywood can be used. See more on our TimberWorks page.

Built in two days
in central London

NORClad

Cross-laminated timber is an ideal
material for offsite construction
and is now moving from major
projects into domestic-scale
extensions. Gresford Architects
chose CLT for its high thermal
efficiency, stability and breathability.
Pre-fabricated with apertures and
trunking conduits ready-cut, it
made the build and fit-out phases
swifter than with traditional
construction. Find out more on
our TimberWorks web page.

Tonkin Liu Architects

French & Tye

